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different and, it is 
restating its objects 

from the daily 

reproduce matter which has appeared in publications not readily accessi- 
ble, especially from foreign sources ; thirdly, to review books published 
at home or abroad which have a bearing on the economic and monetary 
problems - of the day. 

Economic,D&est is non-political and non-party ; so far ,as possible it 
concentrates on all economic aspects, but since it is impossible to isolate 
the political from the economic, every care is taken to keep a balance 
between different political doctrines and different schools ,of thought. 
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External Trade 
By C. F. CARTER 

This uuthoritutive ussOssment of prospects of the export 
drive shows the v i t d  importance of providing for the 

risk of fuilure 

T H E  country ' is now at least 
flrurnisd ' a firm and realistic 

policy. Before the end of 1948 
it i s  proposed that the gap in our 
balance of payments should be 
closed, in part by a restriction of 
imports and in part by an expansion 
of exports. In  the meantime we are 
to live on our gold and dollar 
reserves, on advances from the 
International Monetary Fund, and 
on new borrowings from the Do- 
minions and elsewhere. With 
import prices still rising, the strain 
will be very severe ; for import cuts 
and export drives take some time to 
show results, and our deficit is 
currently running a t  a rate which 
would use,up our gold and dollar 
reserves in a year. 

There has, indeed, been no lack 
of roices declaring that the new 
programme cannot possibly be 
fulfilled ; that it involves additions 
to already runworkable controls, 
that expori markets are already 
closing to British goods, that price 
rises will wreck the Government's 
calculations. In  a few months we 
shall be able to judge by results ; 
but it is worth while now to restate 
a few of the most elementary facts 
of the situation, and to face 
candidly the possibility and the 
effects of failure.. 

These islands contain more 
people than the area of farming 
land can feed. A little assistance 
can be given by more and better 
fnrming. for which inducements 

are now being offered. Agricultural 
research may increase the output 
of food ber acre. Large-scale 
emigration (which, though a doubt- 
ful policy, ought not to be dismissed ' 

out of hand) could, in the long run, 
relieve the population pressure. 
But for the Cext twenty years it is 
almost certain that we can only 
restore and maintain a decent 
standard of living by exporting 
more minufactured goods than in 
the 1930's. There i s  no movement 
of prices in prospect which will 
enable us to escape this effort. 
Indeed, we have to export much 
more even to maintain our present 
standard of living. 

Like every other country, we 
have a few lines of goods in, which 
we are pre-eminent. But the 
main bulk of our manufactured 
exports will have to be sold against 
bitter competition. The  primary 
producers, having every reason to 
fear a repetition of past.disasters, 
will continue to develop and protect 
their own manufactures. Great 
industries have grown up in other 
lands to supply the markets we. 
abandoned during the war. We 
face the great economic strength of 
the U.S.A. for many of whose 
goods ' t he  world has a genuine 
preference. We have still to over- 
come our technical 'backwardness, 
and the disadvantage of our greater 
exhaustion in the war. 

It is true, of course, that thc 
spread of industry abroad, while 
displacing our simpler products, 
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2 ECONOMI 

creates a potential demand for 
more complex goods ; but at ther 
best this means that we are faced 
with a constant and costly process 
bf adaptation td changing markets ; 
and in the end we might find that 
our export trade depended largely 
on a pre-eminence in luxuries, 
which would indeed be an insecure 
position. In a world full of barriers 
and controls, there is M automatic 
regulator which, once a satisfactory 
export level is reached, will keep us 
continually solvent. 

Our difficulties are enhanced by 
the regional unbalance of our 
trade, that is, by the “dollar 
shortage”. But this is a world, 
rather than a specially British, 
problem. I t  is due primarily to the 
inadequacy of production in Europe 
and the Far East, and not least to 
our own failure to export coal. Its 
solution depends on political stab- 
ility in Asia and on a recovery of 
productivity in Europe. But there 
is unrest in Asia as a growing 
population presses on the means of 
subsistence ; there are profound 
political cleavages in Europe, and 
the problem of Germany is not 
near solution. In  the immediate 
future the situation may be eased 
by further dollar loans. We can 
hardly expect the Americans, how- 
ever, to hand out dollars to Britain- 
to enable us to maintain a spndard 
of living, and reserves of gold and 
foreign currency, higher than al- 
most any other country of Europe. 
In  ,the longer run, there ’is no 
future in being a perpetual pen- 
sioner, burdened with debts that 
we cannot repay. 
look upon assistance under the 
Marshall Plan as a possible “wind- 
fall” relief for our short-term 
problems. 

What, then, are the prospects of 
the Cripps plan ? It may be that in 
‘ 2 6 4  
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1948 we can still ;ell all that we 
produce for.export. This does not 
mean that we shall achieve our 
exp?rt targets ; for we have first 
to produce the exports, by working 
harder for less material .reward- 
and that demands an idealism and 
faith which are, at the moment, . 
very weak among us. But, sup- 
posing that we achieve the targets, 
there is still no reason to expect 
that we can, permanently export 
three-quarters more than in 1938. 
Our competitive position ‘is cer- ’ 

tainly weaker in ‘many directions ; 
our only hope lies; in fact, in 
something like a doubling of the 
total volume of world trade- 
which, despite the Genera con- 
ference, is a very tenuous hope. 

,And even if this came about, there 
is no certainty that the balance 
between East and \Vest would be 
restored, and our exceptional de- 
pendence on the U.S.A. removed. 

These considerations give little 
ground for complacency. !\‘e face 

, now, as we’ haw faced ever since 
we began to rebuild our trade 
position in 1945, a risk of failure ; 
and a wise general will prepare for 
the possibility of defeat. There 
being few foreign luxuries left to 
cut, any shortfall ofsexports must 
mean (at least in the long run) less 
food or less raw materials. Both 
aould land us in a “vicious circle” 
of lowered productivity. But a 
good many of us still get more 
than our physiological needs of 
certain foods. A standard of nu- 
trition lower than at present might 
have a more serious effect on 
morals (in the growth of under-the- 
counter business) than on physical 
efficiency. To have less meat, even 
less tobacco, to export the coal that 
we want for our grates-these 
would cause suffering ; but to 
have insufficient cotton for our 

. . 



’ EXTERNAL TRADE 3 

mills, or iron ore for our furnaces, must be known to and shared by 
would in a mukh more inevitable every citizen ; and here careful 
and drastic way bring down our ,planning and a right use of mone- 
whole economy in decay. If needs tary policy can help, by restricting . I 

must, it is the food and consumer the rewards now too easily obtained 
goods which must go. in supplying the home market. 

There is, indeed, every possibility Even heavier sacrifices may be 
of defeat in the export drive ; and required from thc well-to-do, in 
there is the added danger of order to make real to the wage- 
unexpected defeat. That might earners the idea that “we are all in 
wcll lead to the breakdown of pur- this together”. I t  is doubtful 

’ chasing arrangements, to a mad whether it is realistic to spend 
scramble by Departments for per- 10 per,cent. of our national income 
mission to buy, to unplanned on the armed forces. Finally, 
shortages of key raw materials, and there is at least a prima fucie case 
to widespread unemp!oyment-to for supposing that our situation is 

scarcity. .If we take these dangers unusual inducements to the miner 
seriously (and I am convinced that and the farm-worker ; and an 
we must) certain lessons are clear: absolute priority at every stage for 
Every resource must he used to the manufacture of equipment for 
explain to the British people that these and a fe!v other essential 
we have no automatic right to live industries. We should hardly have , 

better than most other nations won the war at our present tempo. 
while doing less work., The  -From LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE 
consequences of failure, and the ECONOMIC SERVICE BULLETIN, 
rewards of success in our effxts. 

unemployment in the midst of so desperate as to require great and I, 

Nmiember IO, 1947. 

Extract from “ T H E  DEGRADATION OF CAPITAL” by Bertrand 
de, Jouvenel (Productions Francaises) 

“IVc are apt to consider that a pound, dollar or franc taken 
from a rich man and given to a poor one gains by becoming both 
more useful and more appreciated. But what about the long- 
term social effect ? Will not this unit of purchasing power, taken 
from an income where it formed part of a surplus and added 
to one where it will he used for necessaries,. tend to inflate ex- 
penditure on goods for consumption and reduce the amount 
available for productive investment ? 

“This change of use can he advantageous to Society up to a 
point, but it is evident that beyond this point the transfer of 
income will become an obstacle to progress. 

“If our institutions and the state of public opinion do not 
permit a limit to this process, it must lead, either to economic 
degradation or to despotic methods of capital accumulation, of 
which Russia is an example.” 

, I  
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New Way with Wages 
By HUBERT SOMERVELL 

Go-partnership in industry is reduced LO procticol 

reniiirkable ond  successful ,  Amer ican  experiment. 
r ed i t i e s  by the  .Nunn:Bush S h a r e  Product ion  P lan ,  o 1 

HE Government has asked the party should have full F d  equal 

higher wages during the crisis. come when workers should be 
Th&e is even talk of a plan for treated as producers of wealth, and 
grading.wages in favour of essential ' not as mere sellers of labour ? 
industries. The  unions look sus- Instead of figuring as a commodity 
piciously on all this ; they see in cost in the owners' finished product, . 
it a threat to collective bargaining. labour shopld be remunerated a i  a 
Meanwhile some large new wage I co-operative sharer in production. 
claims are already tabled, and For the same reason, instead of 
several important wage agree- 'workmen being used or not at the '. 

ments expire next year. If food convenience of other interests, the 
subsidies are cut the demand for a main labour force should be given 
wide-spread wage-rise will he hard a continuous status by some form 
for the Government to check. . of regular weekly payment through 

TVithin industry, the ordinary the year. 
wage-system is a chronic source of An American answer to these 
unrest. Managers trying to pro- problems, known as the Nunn- 

trated by suspicions which remarkable experiment which de- 
arise inevitably from the conflict serves to be more widely known. 
between wage-payments and profit- After the 1930 slump, the manage- 
seeking. There is abundant evi- ment and the union set themselves, 
dence that the traditional incen- to find Spme method by which the 
tives are not working well. ,main body of workers could be paid 

This accumulation of problems regular weekly salaries, regardless 
suggests that the basic trouble is of hours worked by the factory. 
in the wage system itself, and They finally based their plan upon ' 

.that the remedy lies in re- an oddly neglected principle--. 
modelling this inheritance of 19th namely, that the percentage'of the ' 
century individualism to meet value'of production paid in wages 
modern needs. varies little from year to year. 

First, conside! collective bar- Nunn-Bush found that in each 
gaining. In  every wage -problem of the ten previous years the pro- 
there is a scientifically right level of portion of gmss production paid in 
wages for the particular conditions. wagis (gros production is the  total 
Clearly, this is not likely to be value of all goods produced) had 
found by a trial of strength : it will averaged a steady 19.5 per cent. 
come rather from a joint inquiry This ratio had apparently been 

,to facts an,d figures to which each unaffected by changes in wage-rates 

. , 
T.U.C. not to press for access. Second, has the time not . 

. 1 

mote co-operation are often fNS- ' Bush Share-Production Plan, is a I 

' 
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NEW WAY wrrn WAGES 5 

or  prices. The  management. there- prepared to take the rough with the 
fore contracted to pay the group smooth. They even insisted that 
labour force 20 per cent. of the certain temporary workers be re- . 
gross production each month-or, tained and paid out of their own 
as was explained to the men, out of reduced group fund. 
every 100 pair of shoes made, 20 Until 1946 no modifications were 
were to be labour's share. made to the plan, but, in the 

This group paymen? is divided contract for that year the method of 
among workers by a system of basing the percentage was further 
differential rates based on the skill developed. I t  was realised that a 
and output of each. From a fore- single percentage system could only 
cast of the value of production for reflect the-exact work cost and just 
the coming year, it is possible ,to labour remuneration in a factory 
estimate the group earnings, and making a single type of article. But, 
so those of each worker. Every since the company's production 
week each. worker draws one fifty- consisted of three grades and, 
second part of his estimated annual within each, a great variety of , 

earnings. styles, the man-minutes of work 
-Every four weeks the actual expended per pair varied con- 

group earnjngs are determined siderably. Further, since styles- 
from the uctriol production changes and new technical devices 
achieved. The  balance over the are continually altering the aitual 

. total amount drawn is credited work content of production, it was 
pro rata to each worker. The plan felt necessary to make a more 
thus provides a group incentive, a accurate valuation of the balance 
personal incentive, and a contin- between prices received and man- 
uous statu?,. minutes of work expended. An 

This system of sharing produc- industrial engineer, paid half and 
tion has created an entirely different . half by Management and \Vorkers, 
relationship between the company was engaged to time each style 
and the union. For example: through the factory in man- 

(1) The  union now takes the minutes. The average man-min- 
major responsibility for industrial Utes per pair for the year 1937 was 
discipline. For the workers have, taken as the representative time 
so to speak, a certain slice of.the which would earn the standard 
cake to share. Those whose slack- 20 per cent. From this, each style 
ness'is seen to be diminishing the ' was graded into the appropriate 
size of the cake must naturally be percentage category (ranging from 
called to order. 18 per cent. to 28 per cent.) 

(2) ThZ union actively promotes according to its work time. Ex> 
efficiency ; and p i n t  consultation ample : if the average time is 
flourishes because it is rooted in an 200 man-minutes and this earns 
identity of economic interests. 20 per cent., shoes taking 260 

(3) Since wage income is ad- man-minutes would earn 26 per 
justed automatically, reat wages cent. 
are more stable, and movements in The plan has gradually been 
the price level do not cause labour extended to cover the padring 
unrest. department, the office staff and the 

. The  1938 depression showed that management. All these groups are 
the Nunn-Bush workers were now paid from separate percentage 

2 6 7  
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allotments. If the plan were carried 
to its logical conclusion, dividends . might be flexibly controlled by 
limiting them to some fixed per- 
centage of production values, thus 
harmonising the interests of capital 
management and labour by remu- 
nerating them from a single source 
-the commodity values produced. 

There is nothing exclusively 
American about this highly success- 

’ ful system of partnership; one of its 
merits is that it can be tried almost 
anywhere in single departments, . and extended according to ex- 
perience. 

Since writing this article, I 
have heard that the Continental 
Paper Co. of New York !vas 

entered into a Share Production 
contract with its workers through 
thc C.I.O. In  their case, workers 
were asking for a 15 cent flat rise. 
The  Company refused, but offered 
to use the present level of wages as 
a standard weekly rate (similar to 
the Nunn-Bush weekly drawings) 
and to make this up to 30.15 per 
cent. of NET production in the 
form of monthly bonuses. T h e  
company however is to retain 
25 per cent. of these bonuses for 
six months to build up a reserve i n  
case the weekly wages paid amount 
to more than 30.15 per cent. of 
net production.-From ’Tm OBSER- 
VER, Ocioher 26. 1947, wilh latrr 
additions by /he nulhor. 

A N  ank le  in the September issue of the Conference Board 
Business Record quotes,  U.S. Department of Commerce 

figures relating wages and national income between 1929 and 
The  writer concludes that “a worker’s wages are closely 

related to his net contribution to the income produced by his 
industry”. Notable exceptions are the transport equipment 
industry (in which in 1946 average annual earnings per full-time 
employee were 2,951 dollars, while the national income originating 
per employee was only 2,X16), and the tobacco industry (in which 
workers were paid an average of 1,798 dollars annually in 1946, 
although the income originating per employee was 3,620 dollars). 

The  figures for the group “products of petroleum and coal” 
show a striking change since 1929. National income produced 
per employee fell from’7,758 dollars a year in 1929 to 6,770 dollars 
in 1946. Average earnings, however, rose from 1,844 dollars to 
3,180. 

The  following table gives the position in all industries in various 
years. (A-National income originating ; B-Average annual 
earnings per full-time employee) :- 

DOLLARS 

’ 1946. 

1946 1944 -~ 1 - _ _  
A B A B L( A B 1939 I A 

2.111 1;543 ! 1,800 1,363 , 3,505 2,517 3,293 2,512 
. -~ __ 

, 1929 -I 
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Inflation , and Production ' ' 

By DAVID WORSWICK 
This f r ank  c o m m e n t a r y  on urgent issues is writ ten by 

(prcstimably) a socialist for socialists. 

Capital Lmy 
To bring about a. balance .of 

aggregate demand and supply 
means more than . bringing 
demand created out of current 
income into relation to current 
supply. If Fiscal measures alone 
were to be used it would also be 
necessary to wipe out by means of 
a large scale capital levy the piled 
up demand of the \Var years. 
Capital Expeirdifure 

Drastic cuts in capital expendi- 
ture have been advocated by the 
E.B.I. and by some economists as 
the panacea for inflation. But 
unless virtually all capital outlay 
were abandoned 'the reduction in 
aggregate demand would hardly be 
slitficient, even 'as a matter of 
arithmetic. And economics is not 
arithmetic. There is a priniu facie 
case where the capital goods can 
themselves be exported, e.g., cer- 
tain types of machinery, ships, ctc. 
\\'hat have to be compared in such 
cases arc the proceeds from the 
direct export against the future 
returns which would be obtained 
if  the machinery were installed in 
Rritish industry, and its products 
exported. This comparison is ex- 
traordinarily difficult to make ; so 
much depends on estimates of 
future trends in export markets, 
and also on the way in which the 
machinery would be used if  in- 
stalled in Britain. 

In other types of capital goods, 
building, for example, the case i s  
different. Here the problem is the 
extent to which the resources can 
be transferred to producing for 

export. If they can, there is again 
a prima facie case ; ' i f  not, the cut 
is senseless. Moreover we must not 

. forget that, apart from increased 
,human effort and more economical 
use of existing equipment, our 
industrial, output can only be 

,raised in the future by providing 
more capital per head. And, as one 
[Vorking Party after another has 
shown, great sections of British 
industry are using obsolete equip- 
ment housed in uneconomical fac- 
tories. Indiscriminate cuts in 
capital outlay will not solve the 
inflation problem, and will be 
disastrous to the future. 

\Vhat comes out of all this? 
That  we cannot close the infla- ' 
tionary pap from the demand side 
alone. \\'e can and should cut , 
down where no loss of productivity 
is involved, but it is on thc side of 
production that we must concen- 
trate our efforts. 
Nun-Discrinrinutioir ani I'roducfion 

The key to increased production 
is the abandonment pf non- 
discrimination at home. Non- 
discrimination between manufac- 
turers and traders, the idea that 
everyone i n  business is entitled 
to a uniform. proportion of the 
materials he used in some arbitrary 
standard period, means minimum 
not maximum efficiency. The  
Government is itself largely to 
blame in this respect,. having 
pressed ahead with decqncentration 
of industries without due considera- 

-tion of the dis-economies involved 
in increased overheads and inflated 
selling staffs. 

7 2.6 9 
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8. ECONOMIC DIGEST 

Non-discrimination between prices, ,raw materials, etc., it can 
workefs has so far prevented the do more to encourage the efficient 
working out, of a jva&s. policy and shove off the inefficient pro- 
designed to assist and not hinder ducers ; (3) by a more selective use 
the movement of workers into the of its own personnel, both adminis- 
most urgent jobs. trative and technical, it  can obtain 

The  new principle of steel allo- a higher over-all productivity. 
cation breaks away from the old T,, many democratic socialists 
arbitrary quota system and will much of his be unpalatable. 
encourage those firms which do I t  does imp]p inequality hehreen 

'no doubtthat the system is difficult imply using higher. profits as a 
' t ' ~  manage, but the principle is stimulus to business men to do 
right and should be extended.. what the nation needs. But the 
More discrimination between problem is not that inequality is . 
industrieg is needed too. \!'e do invol,.ed. \ve have plenty of 
not want an all-round tightening of inequality already, but it is too big 

Pates administrative energy, but am suggesting is that inequalities 
a policy of concentrating the whole 'should release and brake our . drive of Government and Trade industrial energies. If ,,.e had not 

most in the export drive. 'There iS workers, and their families, It does 

industrial COntIOh, which dissi- and of the wrongs kind, \\'hat I 

UnjOnS on breaking the bottle- had a \ \ r i r .  and if the halance of 
necks. productive forces in the, world had 

not been violently altered, much of 
this \sould. not he necessary. B~~ 

tions, as \%'ell as those of Trade . we did have a ]\Far, and it is a hafd 
associations. Thosc who' blame the ...--U 

*I1 this goes flat against 
.service and Trade Union tradi- 

. \Var and post-War controls forget 
that the quota has a history> long 

' before 1939. If the Government 
did not allocate on a percentage 
basis many industries would. But 
the resistance must be broken 
down. 'It is true that su+ a policy 
cannot succeed hy Government 
compulsion alone. The  co-opera- 
tion of all sides is required, but the 
Government can provide great 
assistance : ( I )  its fiscal policy must 
be much more flexible, botl! through 

'. direct and indirect taxes, to en- 
courape LtYDort and discourape 

- 3  

\*"I,". 

There are no simple solutions, 
however drastic, to the economic 
crisis. The  Government is still 
relying too much on telling us 
what ought to be done, without 
taking the necessary steps to make 
us .want to do it. The  first step is 
to announce the end of non- 
discrimination in foreign trade ; the 
second is to abandon non-discrim- 
ination a t  home, giving the 
g:eatest rewards and responsibili- 
ties 'to the most efficient members 
and groups in. the community.- 

P~ ~ I ~~ 

non-essential  production^; ~ ( 2 )  cy ' Extracts from Article in SOCIAL.IST 
manipulating the direct controls of COMMENTARY, November, 1947. 
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A, Nettle We Must Grasp 
! By ' SIR HUBERT HENDERSON 

. E.vrr.oet from IVESTMINSTER BANK REVIEW, November, 1 9 4 i  

O N ,  merits, it is a. complete 
mistake to, suppose that capital 

levies or forced loans would provide 
an appropriate remedy for our 
present maladies. Nor could sudh 

.measures possihly form part of 
a programme of prompt action. 
Neither a capital ,levy nor a forced , 
loan could bc quickly improvised. 
Some workable answer would first 
hare to he discovered for many 

. baffling conundrums. e.g., assum- 
ing that the levies on individuals 
were to he graduated, IIOW should 
property be assessed that is held 
under a trust, providing for life 
interests ? Obviously, speculations 
about the possibility of capital 
taxation in a latcr Budget could 
only do harm. 

There is no escaping the conclu- 
sion that apart from the pro- 
grammes of capital expenditure, it 
is our arrangements afiecting the 
level of real incomes that call for 
the application of the knife.. The  
political difficulty of framing a 
policy for this purpose that will he 
both adequate and acceptable to 
mass opinion is unquestionably 
great. ' Cuts in the food subsidies, 
in particular, lend themselves 
readily to misrepresentations, 
which it is already clear will be 
freely made. But misrepresenta- 
tions apart, it is' true that the 
financial policy which is needed 
will probably entail a temporary 
and limited retreat from the ten- 
dency' which has been proceeding 
steadily for many years towards an 
egalitarian re-distribution of real 
income. Is this to, be regarded as 

, 

q 

. 9 

an insuperable objection? In the 
most beneficent *of  trends, 
temporary set-backs are often 
inevitable ; and practical eco- 
nomic egalitarianism has been 
pushed faster and pcrhaps carried 
further in Great Britain today than 
in any other country in the  world. 

The  mounting fopd subsidies are 
a nettle which UT must nerve 
ourselves to grasp. .It is utterly 
u?imaginative to suppose that we 
can continue indefinitely, or 
indeed without disaster, for much 
longer, to provide whatever subsi- ' 
dies inay be needed to hold 
some modernized cost-of-living 
index-number stable, while 
wage-rates move upwards with 
what now appears to he a gathering 
momentum. This is a policy into 
which we have slid by .gradual 
stages, and without any serious 
consideration of its implications. 
The  original war-time stabilization 
of the, cost-of-living was introduced 
as a means of averting an undue 
increase of wage-rates and money 
incomcs ; and its continuance was 
made contingent on this condition 
being substantially fulfilled., The  
policy has now become: in effect, an 
attempt to secure, at least on paper, 
a rising level of real incomes in 
face of diminishing supplies of 
goods and'services. Of course, the 
goal is unattainable; hut theattempt 
throws a strain on our financial 
mechanism which must be expect- 
ed to .increase steadily, until i t  
becomes manifestly insupportable. 
This is the CNX of the problem 
of excess purchasing-power. . 
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Cost of British 
I;~~,,, I:I,VANCIAL, TIMES 

What are the prospects of British exports to Americo, 
after the Geneva proposals beconie operative ? 

T H E  new I.T.O. tariff agreement therefore uhke ly  to produce any 
has been hailed in official spectacular results ; hut it should 

British exporter who * is trying to own against the increasing pressure 
sell in the U.S.. market. What are, of American competition. 
in fact, the main items that Britain The  second largest item in 
is at present exporting to the Britain's export account with the 
United States ? Disregarding re- United States ConsistS of textiles 
exports and concentrating exclu- other than cotton, wool or silk. The 
sively on goods manufactured in main classes of goods in this group 
the United Kingdom, the chief are linen piece-goods and damask 
classes are as follows,:- I t  is thought that thc 

effect of the tariff concessions on the 
saleability of U.K. linens, for which 

10months a steady dcmind exists in the 
United States, may he considerable. 

Spirits (mainly whisky) . . 6,034,000 In (If the Other lines Of 
Textile manufactures. goods it is difficult to assess at all 

. 

quarters as an important.aid to the assist British exporters to'hold their I 

, 

. table linen. 

' Value in first 

'947 
E 

other than cotton, precisely how prices and market- 
wmland silks . . 3,899,000 ability ,,,ill react to the tariff 

Miscellnneous mnnufac- t"reS . .  . .  2,861,000 changes. I t  is expected that decor- 
Chemicals . . 2,18F,o00 ated china may he absorbed ,more 
Woollen yarns a n i  easily into the U.S. market as a 

1.')99,000 result of reductions in the landed , manufacturcs , . . 
Machinery _ _  . . 1,662,000 

1,411,000 cost estimated to amount to 7& per Vehicles .. . .  
Apparel 1,143,000 cent. to 12+ per cent. As far as 

machinery is concerned, most of the 
It  does not seein likely that the exports are of a' highly specialised 

tariff concession on whisky will to kind, and the price factor is of 
any large extent increase the mar- relatively little importance. 
ket for this important dollar- The  U.S. market for woollen 
earning export. 'To the purchaser manufactures will he affected in  two 
of a single bottle of whisky the different ivays. First, thcru is the 
'effect should be to lover the price reduction in the 'luty levied on raw 
'that he pays from 31s. 6d. to about Wobl and on the wool content of 
30s: Stocks of whisky in this , imported merchhndise. On the 
country, which were run down average this reduction amounm to 
during the war, are quite inade- about 10 cents per pound. Its 
quate to meet a sharp incrkase in benefits will, of course, he felt by 
demand, eien if market conditions Boston woollen manufacturers as 
in U.S. suddenly change. The  much as by foreign exporters of 
tariff, concession on wliisky is wool products. I t  is hoped that this 

e 
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COST OF BRITISH GOODS IN U.S.A. 11 

will be of material assistance in 
overcoming consu'mer resistance to 
high textile prices, which has been 
growing in recent months, and in 
increasing the oyerall market for 
materials made of wool. 

There is a further duty levied 
ad valorem on cloth and other wool 
products. On pure wool cloth this 
has come down from 35 per cent. 

, to 25 per cent. ad valorem. The  
difference in price by the time a 
good quality British cloth reached 
the American market would he 
anything from 50 cents a yard 
upwards. A high proportion of the 
wool manufactures sent from 
Britain to the US. consists of 
woven cloth which is then made up 
on the spot. 

There is a big potential demand 
for U.K. cloth in the U.S. which 
may be stimulated by the fall in the 
price-if it goes far enough. The  
fall will, of course, be greatest in 
the high-priccd products ; there 
is no evidence to suggest that it will 
he sufficient to force an entry for the 
less expensive British export lines. 
Finished apparel should benefit by 
the tariff concessions on wool in all 
its forms. Most of the apparel sold 
by this country to the Uhited 
States consists in whole or in part 
of woo1. 

A valuable and growing wool 

export to the U S .  is in the Corm of 
carpets. I n  the first ten months of 
this year they were responsible for . 
a total dollar earning of A189,941- 
more than twice the amount earned 
in the same period last year and ten . 
times.as much as during the period 
in 1938. Here the American 
import duty has been decreased by 
about one'quarter under the new 
tariff agreement. On the high 
quality Wilton and i\xmin?.ter car-. 
pets, which arc the most important 
British export lines, the tariff has 
come down from 40 per cent. to 
30 per cent. This would reduce 
the price of a carpet of, say, 9ft. 
by Ef t .  by SI2 - $18. The  
difference is thus a fairly sub- . 
stantial one, though it will not be 
sufficient to bring the British 
product down into the lower price 
range of competing home-produced 
goods. 

Although the tariff concessions , 

will undoubtedly help , in  some . 
cases where selling conditions have 
recently been growing more diffi- 
cult and may bring in the marginal 
customer who already has a prefer- 
ence for British goods, but has 
hitherto foynd the prices just 
beyond his means, it does not seem 
that they can be decisive in opening 
up an entirely new sector of the 
U S .  market to British goods. 

. 

* 

(December I ,  1947) 

. ECONOMIC DIGEST 

is obtainable by subscription only at  14s. for twelve months, 
or 7s .  for  six months, from Lantern Publishing Co., Ltd., 
10, Drake Street, 'Red Lion Square, London, W.C.l 
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Britain's Payments Agreement 
widh Sweden t 

From THE STATIST 

The new agreement is held to  be virtually an inconvertible 
currency pact, and giraranteed delivery dates seem lo ,~ 

' be implied. 

HE new payments agreement United Kingdom as a result of any : 
signed with Sweden recently abnormal accumulation of sterling 

does not.specifica1ly state that the in Swedish hands caused by the 
British authorities have guaranteed import restrictions previously im- 
deliveries, but it appears that they posed against the sterling area. 
came very near to doing so. The  Swedish authorities have 

I 

agreed that, except for some cate- 
The plain as has been gories of luxury goods, these 

' pointed Out  so Often in these restrictions shall be relaxed forth- ' 
columns. is that bilateral trade ._, 
policies necessitate much more 
extensive Government interference 
in overseas marketing than any- 
thing we have seen under the 
multilateral system. This question 
of guaranteeing delivery dates has 
presented the major obstacle to , 
agreement in all the negotiations 
for new bilateral trade and pay- 
ments deals undertaken so far. 

The  new agreement with Sweden 
is, strictly speaking, an inconverti- 
ble currency pact. Both sides 
agreed that the objective should be 
to encourage trade exchanges at the 
highest possible level without in- 
volving either in the loss of gold. A 

w,m. 
I t  is estimated that the result of 

these measures will be to bring 
payments between the two countries 
into rough equilibrium in 1948 at a 
level of about 450 million in each 
direction, with the United King- 

'dom supplying textiles, iron and 
steel and chemicals in exchange for 
Swedish timber, pulp, paper, iron 
ore and certain other products. T h e  
sterling balance of some E52 
million which Sweden built up in 
the two years after the war, and 
which was frozen until 1950 under 
an earlier agreement, will remain 
blocked. 

The  conclusion of, a reciprocal 
limit For the amount of inconver- trade pact with any count, is a 
tible currency which either side welcome development, but it. is 
shall hold has been fixed at E8 important to understand that the 
.million, but this, of course, is a real test of the value of trade 
device designed to ensure that . agreements under present circum- 
there shall be some pressure upon. stances is the extent.to whichthis 
both parties to maintain their trade country has succeeded in obtaining 

n in relative equilibrium. Even the essential food and raw materials in 
provision that currency acquisitions exchange for a reasonable selection 
above the E8 million level shall be of the goods it has to sell. The  
convertible into gold does not come Government has stressed that for- 
into force until. the beginning of eign countries are being asked to 
.May, 1948, however, this being in accept a proportion of less essential 
order to avoid penalising the I goods as the price of any agreement 

, ,  
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BRITAIN’S PAYMENTS AGREEMENT WITH SWEDEN 13 

‘with this country providing for the currency country. ’ Moreover, 
delivery of basic, necessities. I t  Sweden has refused to agree to 
is not cleir how far this principle the importation of British 
has been carried out in the new motor-cars, which we might very 
Anglo-Swedish ,agreement. The much have wished to sell to her, 
goods which are mentioned as but the British delegation to the 
Rritain’s main selling lines to recent talks was ohvio.usly unable 
Sweden are for the most part to take a srand on this point 
products in world demand which ’because of the present Swedish 
we would have had no difficulty in restrictions on the use of petrol for 
selling in exchange for food and pleasure motoring. 
other essentials in any hard- , (Nuuemher i9, 1947) 

. .  

In  spite of .the unprecedented 
production, employment ahd con- 
sumption boom in the United 
States, a consumers’ S U N C ~ ,  con- 
ducted by the Conservative maga- 
zine, Fortune, shows that the great 
mass of the population have little 
confidence that this happy state of 
affairs-the American way of life- 
can last much longer. The  answers 
given to a seties”of key questions 
reflect a marked and noteworthy 
undercurrent of disquiet. 

To the question, “Do you think 
it would be hard, only fairly hard, 
or easy to get anbtlier job tomonuw 
that would pay you as much as the 
one you have now ?” the replies were 
significant. 

Two-thirds of the answers were 
that it would be hard or fairly 
hard ; 44 per‘cent. said “tiatd” ; 
23 per cent. said “fairly hard” ; 
and only 27 per cent. said “easy”. 
It would be interesting to discover 
the corresponding percentage 
answers to similar questions put in 
this country. 

The  same trend was shown by 
the answer to the qu’estion “com- 
pared with six months ago, are you 
finding it harder, easier or ahout the 
1 9  

’ ,  

same. to make hoth ends meet !” 
.More than half-58 per cent.- 

said “harder” ; 33 per cent. said 
“the same” and a mere 5 per cent. 
said “easier”. 

Questions about‘ the future 
brought evidence of a similar 
undercurrent of uncertainty. Half 
-51 per cent.-thought there 
would be fewer jobs going in their 
trade or profession six months from 
now, and almost as m a n y 4 6  per 
cent.--said that prices then will be 
even higher. But no such confi- 
dence was shown in the trend of 
wages ; only 18 per cent. thought 
that their average weekly take-home 
pay would be larger in six months’ 
time than it is today. 

But the most startling answer 
came in reply to the last question. 
This was : “As things look now, do 
you think that within the next two 
years at least a moderate depresrion 
with considerably more unemploy 
ment than we have now U likely or 
unlikely ?” 

More than half-57 per,cent.- 
said “likely”. Only .25 per cent. 
said “unlikely”. From TRIBUNE, 
Nournher 21, 1947. 
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Doctors in Agreement 
How experts ’ perjormcd their proper function, ’ and 
gove eorly worning of the approachingcrisis. ’ They agreed 

on diagnosis, but differed on details of remedy. 
- 

SOME of the leading British “too much money was chasing after 
economists who were released too few eoods.” Cut down current 

from the vows of official silence 
only a year or so ago have recently 
spoken their mind on the immediate 
problems of economic policy. It 
may be useful to state briefly what 
they advise, where they agree, and 
where they differ. 

All of them have been warning us 
in puhlic for u t  least twelve months 
(and for longer. in privatc) that 
things wcre going wrong. Report- 
ing morely the order in which the 
words of wisdom struck a humble 
student, one might say that the 
first alarm was sounded by Pro- 
fessor R. G. D. Allen, who showed 
in .July,’1946, that the reconversion 
of industry had taken the wrong 
turn. H e  mas the first to explain 
publicly that the “war” industries 
(engineering, metal, and chemical) 
had kept 16 per cent. more labour 
than they had before the war while 
all other industries together were 
20 per cent. short of their pre-war 
number. 

Maldistribution of labour is one 
of the twin British problems. The  
second is excess of total demand 
over total supply. 

In  December, 1946, Professor 
John Jewkes, of Manchester, sug- 
gested that we should go slow in 
the mechanisation of industry-he 
had opposed the Schuster plan 
for cotton-and other postponable 
capital programmes and instead 
allow more consumer goods to go 
into the shops. Sir Hubert Hender- 
son, of Oxford, was among the 
first economists to suggest that 
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incomesythen industry will be able 
to accumulate proper working 
stocks. 

The  call for financial surgery 
‘was not a t  first accepted by all 
experts. But production failed to 
expand, the dollar loan dvindled 
fast, and by ‘the summer of 1947 
most economists had abandoned 
hope that the dilemma could be , 
solved without drastic retrench- 
ment. In  July Mr. J. R. Hicks, of 
Nuffield College, Oxford, stated 
flatly that suppressed inflation 
was undermining our economy. 
He thought that the main sources of 
excess demand were accumulated 
savings of individuals and busi- 
nesses. “As things are, the major 
reconstruction of British industry is 
not a thing which we’can afford.” 

This view was shared by MI. 
Roy Harrod, of Oxford, in his 
recent book “Are These Hardships 
Necessary ?” Nq the failure to 
expand exports and to balance the 
external accounts was “merely the 
by-product of the excessive capital 
outlay.” He advised a cut of 
~SOO,OOO,OOO in the annual rate 
of capital expenditure. 

bins repeated that internal develop- 
ment, both industrial and social, 
was standing in the way of export 
eupansion. The  pressure was- 
coming (a) from official encourage- 
ment and (b) from the generalised 

ressure of excess spending power. 
&he remedies were to produce 
more, paiticularly more coal, to 

In  October, 1947, Professor Rob- I 
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DOCTORS IN AGREE?vlENT 1s 

retlucc schemes of .capital, thc other hand,, has decided that we 
development, and to check the cannot afford to postpone much 
general tendency til easy spending capital construction. "It is the 
by a Budget surplus of between arrmgements affecting the level of 
~500,000,000 and ~600,000,000. real incomes that call for the 

Robhins liolils' n careful centre of these different views onc would 
position bctirecn those .who see the have to conclude that the Govern- 

' 

I t  \rill be secn that' Professor application of the knife". On any , 

' cure in postponing construction ment has barely begun to cut our ! 
plans and those who advise that sui t  to the length of the cloth,- ! 

peoples' incomes must he cut MANCHESTER GUARDI.AN, Dprember 
down. Sir Huh,ert Ilenderson, on I .  1947. 

U.S.A.-..ovic?t T~*;rde laar~?osc?s 
HIEFLY ,as a result of the lars), half of its' chrome ore 
increase in imports from imports (6,200,000 dollars) and 

U.S.S.R. from 2,500,000 dollars over half of its platinum imports 
i n  August to the unusually high (2,900,000 dollars) from the Soviet 
point of 14,000,000 dollars in Union ' 
September, the value of imports Not only are such materials 
from Europe rose from 64,100,000 difficult to obtain elsewhere, Mr. 
dollars to 76,YOO,OOO dollars. Foster pointed out, they are highly 
Imports from, the United King- important to U S .  industries. More- 
doni declined for the fourth over, trade between eastern and 
qnnsecutive month and were weitern Europe is important to 
valued at 15,700,000 dollars evcntual ecqnomic recovery, and it 
comoared with 17.100.000 dollars conduuentlv seems wise to con- 

' in .iugust.-;ti.S. DEPARTMENT' 
OF COMMERCE, November 13.) 

Commenting on these figures 
(\Vashington, December I ) ,  Under- 
Secretary of Commerce, \Villiam 
C. Foster, said : 

Lend-Lease and UNRRA 
'pipeline' shipments had virtually 
ceased in the third quarter and the 
United States imported a greater 
volume in dollar values from 

. the Soviet Union than was 
. exported to the. Soviet Union. 

Respective figures for the third 
quarter were given as 26,500,000 
dollars imported and 22,800,000 
dollars exported. 

The  United States obtained 
more than a third of its manga- 
nese ore imports (5,500,000 dol- 

' 

, 

tinue krade'with the U.S.S.R. to 
encourage complete restoration of . 
this relationship. 

U.S. policy has been non- 
discriminatory in trading with the 
Soviet Union, and "one deals 
with sanctions only in extreme 
situations". However, when the 
European Recovery Programme 
gets under way, this policy may 
have 'to he modified to give 
western European countries 
priority on cegain types of indus- 
trial equipment not now subject to 
export control. 

"I am still hopefu1,"'Mr. Foster 
concluded, "{hat if we can get 
recovery in the free countries of the 
world, that success will roll hack 
the iron curtain." 

~ 
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U.S.A. Willing to Impord 
By NORMAN ARMOUR 

Arrrstour Scerelary of Slate fw Polrttcrrl A&.r 

N 1946, we exported to the I sixteen countries attending the 
Paris Conference goods valued at 
3,196 million dollars, while we 
imported from them goods valued 
at 676 million dollars. Our eiports 

. were greater than our imports by 
2,500 million dollars, a i d  the same 
vend has continued this year. 

There are two general causes of 
this great disparity of our post-war 
trade with the \Yestern European’ 
countries : first, the abnormal need 
of these countries, for American 
food, coal and other goods and 
services ; and second, their in- 
ability thus far to supply us with 
the, volume of goods and services 
that we might have bought from 
them had these things been avail- 
able in greater quantity. Both of 
these causes stem from the same 
basic source :that is, the generally 
low state of productivity in Europe. 

The  first of these causes has 
received. a great deal of attention ; 
the second, considerably less: In  
1938, 21 per cent. of our imports 
came from thc sixteen -countries, 
and in lY46, and the first half of 
1947, 14 and 12 per cent. Since 
1938 our national income has 
increwed from about .74,000 mil- 
lion dollars .a year to a current 
rate of about 200,000 million. This 
means that we provide a much 
larger market, not only for our own 
producers, but those of other 
countries as well. In’ fact, during 
the fimt seven months of this year 
we were importing goods a t  an 
annual dollar rate three . times 
greater than in 1938. I think it 
stands to reason, in these circum- 

. 
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stances, .that if Europe had been 
able to furnish us with a greater 
volume of goods, we-would have 

Another important consideration 
bearing on the probable volume of 
our ‘future importi is that the . 
prodigious demands of our war 
production depleted our irreplace- 
able natural resources at a much 
faster rate than normally, so that 
in respect to certain strategic 
materials each came from a “have” 
to a “have-not” nation. For 
example, before the war we ex- 
ported copper ; now we must 
import it. The  Uniied States has 
never been entirely self-sufficient, 
despite some former miscoocep- 
tions in that rcspect. Our wartime 
plight, when we were cut off from 
sources of certain strategic ma- . I 

terials should have dispellcd any 
such illusion. The  fact is that now, 
more than ever, imports are of 
vital importance to our economy ; 
we must.obiain larger quantities of 
many materials from abroad than 
ever before if we are to maintain 
anything ‘like our present level of 
production, which is about two- 
thirds higher than pre-war. 

This is no cause for regret, al- 
though the effectsof this situation 
on our national defence position 
require careful consideration. The  
money we pay.other countries for 
our imports comes back to us in 
payment for the goods we export to 
them. Substantial increases in 
the volume of our imports will help 
correct the present lop-sided trade , ’ 
balance.l-Frum Address in Boston. 
Mass. October 21, 1947. 

, 
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Incentives to Work , .  
- .  

By F. G. WOOLLARD 
Pieriden1 InsfiIuIio,t of Automobile Engineers 

These extracts f r o m  letters to editors consider leisure 
as on incentive, and the suggestions thot o cut in 
subsidies coirld be compensoted by a cut in income tax. 

S .it possible that, speaking 
broadly, the psychology of the 

incentive motive is misunderstood? 
The average man works (a) 

because he enjoys. his occupation ; 
,(b) to acquire satisfaction in goods 
and services ; ( c )  to obtain leisure. 
As to goods and services, we all 
.know that these solid satisfactions 

What of the third alternative? 
Some years ago, when in charge of, 
an establishment employing some 
2,000 men engaged in producing a 
fairly- Complicated mechanism, I 
had the opportunity of testing the 
leisure motive. It was done by the 
simple device of issuing a weeks' 
work to each man or  each gang of 
men. The understanding was that 
when the week's quota was com- 
.pleted the man or gang of men was 
.free to go home. ' Since they were 
well paid,'on a straight piece-work 
basis, the management anticipated 
that the leisure would be more 
.acceptable than mere day-work 
wages for standing by. This 
proved to be the case. 

' . Soon the whole works force was 
:absent on Saturday morning except 
.for the maintenance men and 
sweepers. Then Friday afternoon 
became an objective-very nice to 
:leave at four and clean up to take 
.wife or best girl to the pictures. 
In due coursk there was a consider- 
.able number who heat the clock and 
.gained 'the whole of Friday after- 
.noon: A few did even better: 

' 

. have been shrinking visibly. 

Cynics might say that here was 
an indication of poor piece-rate 
setting, but the methods of rate- 
fixing were beyond repro;lch. The  
result was achieved by obtaining 
that desired identity of interests 
between .men and management. 

The men, having a target-the 
quota-and an objective-the leis- 
ure-began to take h more than 
usual intcrest in the work. Instead 
of accepting the operation .sheets 
as final they studied their jobs ; 
they. suggested improvements in 
jigs and tools ; they called attention 
to faulty machines ; and there was 
"hell to pay" if there was any ~ 

delay ,in supplies of materials. 
While as for .gang-work-heaven 
help anyone who was slacking ! 
Eleven mates in a gang are 1,000 
per cent. more effective than the 
most blistering tongue of the most 
vituperative charge-hand. Hence 
the leisure incentive had an astrin- 
gent effect throughout the whole 
organisation. 

It was found that some of the 
plant, with the aid of the operators 
(who, be it remembered, are always 
specialists), was capable of much 
more than even the makers of the 
machinery had expected. So when 
the time came to increase output 
an additional quota was allotted to 
such machines, 'Did the men 
object ? Not at all. In  the first 
place the management recognised 
that the men had earned their 
leisure and agreed that no en- 
croachment should .be made on 

. . 

t 
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,the free Saturday morning. Second- 
ly the men were paid on straight 
piece-work ‘ and an increase in 
quota meant not only extra pay 
hut an extra bonus. They n,ould 
not stay idle in the shops for 
day-rate money, but cheerfully 
worked hard to beat the new quota 
target. 

That, in brief, is what happened 
on the introduction of the “leisure 
motive” in a well-organised ’ and 

up-to-date factory. The  results - were s:irprising until it was appre- 
ciated hoir much the men can help 
the management once their interest 
is engaged so that they begin to pull 
in the same direction. In  the 
present crisis wc can offer little or 
nothing as an immediate‘incentire 
-and remember “immediate” is 
the operative word-except leisure 
well-earned.-From Leiier io SUN- 
DAY T ~ I E S ,  h’ozember 9, 1947. 

Subsidies a n d  \Vorkers’ Incoiiie Tax 
Your readers may be interested 

in the results of a brief investigation 
I recently made into the amount of 
P.A.Y.E. deducted from manual 
workers’ earnings in a Manchester 
engineering concern. 

‘The investigation covered 139 
skilled and unskilled workers’ wages 
for the first 26 weeks of the 1947-8 
income tax year. There were 24 
single and 115 married men. The  
single workers’ average wage was 
gross, AS 4s. I l d .  ; net, E4 14s;bd. 
‘The married workers’ average was 
gross, E6 Os. 6d. ; net, E5 17s. 8d. 

The  average amounts of tax paid 
per week were, as follows :- 

Payingnothing . . 46 . . 1 
Averaginn less than Is. 8 .. 1 

,Married Single 

Average hetween : 
Is. & 2s. . .  11 .. 1 
2s. & 3s. . _  , , 14 .. 0 
3 9 . & 4 9  ... . .  3 .. 1 

The single men received 15.4 per 
cent. of the wage bill and were 
paybig 43.2 per cent. of the total 
tax bill. Averagc tax per week per 
worker was 4s. 2d.: average per 
single man 10s. Std., and per 
married man 2s. load. 

Yours, &c., COSTS. 

Most mill workers already pay 
little or no income tax-their 
wages are too low. The  average 
earnings of adult men are E5 10s. 
10d.. and of women E3 8s. 4d., 
according to the Ministry of La-, 
bour. In view of allowances and 
reliefs, particularly where there are 
children, these incomes are insuffi- 
cient to attract direct taxation. 
(More than 3,250,000 people have 
been freed from income tax by 
Mr. Dalton). , 

Anything less likely to provide 49. & 5s. .. . , 6 . _  2 
’ 5s. & 7s. 6d. ,. 14 .. 2 

7*. 6d. 8; ios. . , 5 . . 4 encouragement to labour in general 
10s. & 12s. 6d. . , 3 .. 2 and cotton workers in oarticular 
12s. 6d. & 15s. . . .. 3 (than a cut in income taxi it would 
15s. & 20s. _ _  1 .. 3 2os, & 25s, , , , , be difficult to imagine.- Yours, 
25s. 8; 30s. * . . o . . 0 . kc., FRANK J. ALLAUN, Manchester. - - 

Tota l  No. in each class 115 . . 24 From MANCHESTER GUARDIAN, - - November 7, 1947. 
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Indian Banker on Cheap 
.Money 

Viem of GOVI<RNOR O F  RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 

T H E  print .of the latest ‘annual. ditions. That is a statement which 
report of the Reserve Bank of will have a very familiar ring for 

India and of the governor’s speech students of the British financial 
at the annual meetink which has machine during the last year or 
recently reached this country is 18 months. 
naturally of prime interest to ? .  In  point of fact, the governor is 

’ students of Indian finance, trade, . obviously talking only common 
and economic conditions, for whom sense when he goes on to aver that 
it assembles in compact form a even the maintenance of low yields, 
mass of statistics and information. in the face of an upward pressure 
But it also merits study on more. ‘as a result of sales by individual‘ 
general grounds of monetary policy, and institutional holders for financ- 
for the governor has a number of ing consumption and productive 
shrewd things to say on inflation, purposes, would itself be an achieve- 
cheap money, and kindred topics. ment, involving a very heavy 

Cheap money, he remarks, has strain on the resources of the 
. .  become a cardinal aspect of present, monetary authorities. Accordingly, 

day monetary policy, but, having efforts are being made in certaip 
considered all facets of the subject, countries to stabilize the yields on 
particularly in relation to India, he’ Government securities. I n  the 
sees no reason . t o  modify his United. States, in particular, the 
conclusion of a year ago that “a governor points out, the efforts of 
consolidation of the progress al- the authorities have been directed to 
feady made towards cheap money damping excessive “bullish” fer- 
was very essential before. making vour in the gilt-edged market and 
any attempt further to cheapen stabilizing yields by various means ; 
money”. Indeed, he thinks the in the short-term United States 
trend in other countries goes far to money market there were actuaUy 
bear out that view, and tliat it  is dearer money trends from April, 
being ,incre.asingly recognized that, 1946, onwards. 
beyond a certain limit, cheap But with reason he implies that 
money not only ceases to be the choice is not necessarily be- 
beneficial but in certain conditions tween still cheaper money and 
-as, for instance, when inflation dearer money. alone. As usual, 
outlives the forces that engendered . there is a third ‘wurse which 
it-becomes positively harmful to moderate opinion will vigorously 
the economy. This limit would support. T N ~ ,  the notion that 
appear already to have been reached the alternative t? cheap money 
in many countries, for beyond it the was dearer money was to some 
funher cheapening of interest rates extent responsible for sales of gilt- 
is passible only by the large-scale edged stocks in India earlier this 
creation of money with its attend- year which were cushionpd by 
ant aggravation of inflationary con- support of the market by the 
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Reserve Bank, but the governor Government stocks must always 
presumes that this impression now move upwards and yields ever 
stands corrected, since “stable in- downwards never had much sub- 
terest rates need not presuppose stance behind it, though it had a 
unvarying rates.” Indeed, he semblance of truth at one time in 
declares that the variation of yields this country thanks to Daltonian 
within a certain range is not only manipulations of the market. And 
inevitable because of the operation . it is evident from the remarks of the 
of seasonal factors, but is also governor of the Reserve Bank of 
necessary to provide the central India that in other countries, too, 
bank with a certain measure of the idea is ‘now becoming accepted 
control over the money and capital that a two-way moving gilt-edged 
markets. This, for example, seems market is neither an anachronism 
to be one of the main reasons for nor incompatible with a policy of 
the unpegging of short-term rates reasonably ,cheap money.-From 
in the United States. Report in TIMES REVIEW OF IN- 

The notion that the market for nusmy, December, 1947. 

“One acre is a fair day’s work Tor two horses and a one-furrow- 
plough. Six acres can be turned by a tractor and three-furrow 
plough in equal time. Also, working or idle..two horses consume 
t h e p o d u c e  of several acres a year. Tractors consume fuel only 
when working. 

“\Vc British are facing hunger, much ‘of the world is facing 
starvation. 
the fact that they have little economic justification in modern, 
efficient farming practice.-B. M. SYKES, Letter, THE TI~IES, 
October 20, 1947. 

Greatly as we love hones, let us be realists and accept‘ 

Wri te rs  Presented .in this Issue 

C. F. Carter . .  “Economist’! (1933-38) ; Foreign 
Assistant Editor of London and Office (1939-41) ; .Director of 
Cambridge Economic Service. British Information Services in 

Chicago (1941-45). Well known 
broadcaster and author. Sir Huberr‘ Henderson 

Professor of Political Economy, 
Oxford, since 1945 ; formerly 
Economic Adviser H.M. Treas- Joint Managing 

; Chairman of ~~~~l corn- Director of ‘X Shoes”, and 
mission on Population (1946) ; with Nunn-Bush in 
author of  supply and D ~ -  U.S.A.; M.A. (Cantab.); author 
mand”, etc. of book on subject of organizing 

the industrial unit round the 
finished product instead of the 

London Editor of “American means of production. Member 
Outlook” ; Assistant Editor of of Institute of Works Managers. 

Hubert Somerve,, 

G r a h a m  Hutton 
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Who Owns British Companies ? 
Condmrd fmvr FliVANClAL TIMES 

This’ article analyses the capital, ownership structure 
of some of the lurgesr. most efficient and hest known 

of British industrid concerns. 

T H E  figures for holdings from majority of stockholdings actually 
E1 up to Ll0,OOO arc based on are ! Table 2 shows that, in the 

a’ sample analysis of every tenth case of three of the five companies 
shareholding on the registers, while (Cory, Courtaulds and E.M.1.) well 
those of Ll0,OOO and over are over half the total holdings do not , 
founded on a comprehensive anal- exceed L l O O  nominal (or 100 units 
ysis. The  register dates are usually of stock). 
in 1941, because these are the last Most people, of course, spread 
filed at Bush ‘House. their investments over a fair 

Courtaulds has nearly 65,000 number of companies. But a holder 
Ordinary share-holders alone, and of El00 of Courtaulds Ordinary 
Distillers. over 36,000. I t  is (who, as we have seen, is every 
clear that ownership is extra- second . Courtaulds stockholder) I 8  

ordinarily well spread. In fact, is unlikely, though he may have 
every sizable concern whose shares other investments, to be a very 
are actively dealt in on the Stock wealthy person. A really “large” 
Exchahge is a kind of “capitalists’ ’’ investor would.spread his holdings, 
co-operative society. For every but not splinter them. 
Al,OOO nominal of Ordinary capital But where does control lie ? 
there are 2.69 stockholders in The  smallest number of stock- 
Courtaulds, 2.43 in Disrillers, 5.84 holdings which can give 50.1 per 
in E.31.1., 3.95 in Wm. Cory and cent. of voting power in Courtaulds 
10.6 in Hawker Siddeley. These and Distillers is over 1,100 for each 
figures of “proprietors” compare company,‘ for William Cory nearly 
not at all unfavourably with those 600, for E.M.I. nearly 500, and for 
of any privately owned business, Hawker Siddcley nearly 400. T h e  
however small. idea that a handful of even the 

And how “small” the great largest stockholders can obtain a 

., 

I 

1-ORDINARY CAPITAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
Proportior; of total holdings Wm. Court- Dis- Hawker- 

which do not exceed : Cory.- adds tillers E.M.I. Siddeley 
% % % , % ‘  %t E m . .  . .  . .  . , 57.2 56.7 38.7 57.1 44.6 

L2M) . .  . i  .. . _  77.3 75.5 66.5 76.6 . 68.9 
@oo .. . . .. . . 93.9 91.9 88.9 91.5 90.4 
.g,ooo ,. .. . . . . 97.5 97.0 95.4 96.7 96.7 
~10.000 .. .. _ .  99.8 99.8 99.7 99.8 99.9 

“Large” holdings 
- - - - -  

(~l0,oOo or over) , 
Number . _  . . .. 15 168 130 51 37 

- Total ( ~ w o )  . . . . . . . 484 8,714 4,754 1.519 1,973 
units unitS 

% o f h d  Ord. cupitol . . 17.0 .’ 36.3 31.8 26.2 33.9 
Expressed in 108. units throughout. tExpressed in 5s. units 

2 1  
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majority of voting power is thug The  picture idthat of thousands 
disproved. of small capital rivulets converging 

Who, anyhow, are the “large” to form great reservoirs for irrigat- 
holden (those of LlO,OOO, or ing wide fields of industry. The  
10,000 stock units, and over) ? companies are large, but their 
Table 3 gives the answer. They owners, though very numerous,are, 

, 2-VOTING CONTROL 
Wm. Court- Dis- Hawk& 
Cory a d d s  tillers E.M.I. Scddeley 

E E E E E 
501 1,001 1,001 i.001 i.noi 

~ o n t r o ~ ~ i n g ” g r o u p  . . . . 1,000 5,000 5smo 5 , n m  5,nw 

ing majority .. . .  590 1,120 1,110 , 480  3x0 
iMinimurq stockholders for vet- 

3-LARGEHOLDINGS (10,000 AND OVDR) 
(000 omitted) 

Wni. Court- Dis- Hawker- 
Nature of Holding Cory adds  tillen E.iW.1. Siddeley 

10s. 5s. 

Personal .. 
Nominees _ .  
Insurance . . 
Investment Truss 
Other cos. _ .  
Banks . .  
Trustees .. 
Total . . .. 

. .  

.. 

. .  .. 

. .  .. 

E 
.59 
230 
40 - 
86 
40 
28 

484 
are, as to the great majority (by 
value), private people, investment 
institutions (insurance companies, 
trusts, etc.), and, to a minor extent, 
hanks and trustees. It is the ex- 
ceetion rather than the rule for 
nominee blocks to command any 
really sizable part of .  the m a l  
capitnl. 

E 
5,039 
2,391 

‘339 
149 
95 

557 
143 

8.714 

E 
2,607 
1,289 

311 
135 
59 

262 
4.754 

90 

Units 
729 
454 
221 
84 
11 

19 
1.519 

Units 
225 

13359 
279 
66 
31 

13 
1.973 

for the most part, small. And few 
of the ‘‘large’’ holdersarereally big. 
Hundreds even of the largest have 
to be lumped together to give a 50 
per cent. voting majority. 

Moral : Company government 
sometimes may be oligarchic, but 
company ownership is essentiilly 
democratic. . 

(Ocfobk 23, 1947) 

~~~ 
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U.S. Prospee@ for 1948 
' ' From Survey of Gtmrnnty Trust Co., sf N e 0  York 

U A CONTINUED high level of durable goods and housing arc 
employment and domestic 'likely to be maintained at or about 

spending duririg most or all of present levels at least through 
1948 is ,forecast by the Bureau the first half of 1948. Consumers, 
of Agricultural Economics. "Basic it appears, have not been sufficiently 
demand factors in the domestic discouraged by the prevailing level 
economy \vhich were important in of prices to cause an early decline 
maintaining the extraordinarily high in expenditures for these purposes. 
level'of output and employment in They are, moreover, found to be 
1947 are likely to remiin strong generally in a strong financial 
during most or all of 1948," accord- position. \\'bile many have been 
ing so the bureau. The  three major using liquid reserves to meet the 
factors on which this forecast is high cost of living, new savings 
based i re  continued large outlays have been made by others, with the 
for. plant and equipment, some result that the accumulation of new 
increase in new construction, and reserves or liquid assets has approx- 
continuing large Government ex- imately offset the drawing down of 

.penditures. The  only major sector old reserves. A large number, 
of the economy in which recession however, are found to be post- 
is foreseen is foreign trade. poning purchases in the hope of 

lower prices. 

the bureau believes, is that of indicate a diversity'of opinion. Of further inflation. The  output of 102 companies in various fields . goods is still found to be far short reporting to the Association of 

' 

' 

The greatest immediate danger, Reports from private agencies 

'Of meeting deferred demands ; a 

and 

National AdXzertisers, almost 84 

1948 to equal or exceed those in 
large accumulation of purchasing per cent, expect sales volumes in remains to be' spent ; 
further credit expinsion is believed 1947, A survey of the 3,joo possible. With -prices' continuing melnhers of the New Credit 

Men's Association, on the other to rise and speculation increasing, 

become more sensitive to shocks responding. anticipate a busi- from such sources as shortages of 

shifts in ponsumer spending, sud- given for this opinion 
payments, and inter?ationa1' uncer- tories, purchaser resistance, lack of 

capital, and labour unrest. .Among tainties in general. 
' .4 similarly optimistic view is the more than twenty industries and 
suggestid by the results of a services represented, the only ex- 
Federal Reserve survey of .consu- ceptions to the prevailing belief 
men'  buying plans, made at the were found in the steel and con- 
middle of the year and published struction industries, where a con- 
this month. The  study is regarded tinuance ,of boom conditions is , 
as indicating that sales of consumer expected.-October 30, 1947.. 

23 

the economy is considered likely to hand, sl,o\,.s that per cent, of 

h s i c  materials, work stoppages, second of next year, The  

.den changes in balances of foreign include high prices, excessive 

ness recession beginning 
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ASHRIDGE COLLEGE . 
(Principal : General Sir Bernard Paget, G.C.B.. D.S.O.. M.C.) . ,  

, 
Ashridge i s  a residential 

. ~ o i l e g e  for education in 
CITIZENSHIP I 

and provides an open 

, forum tor discussion 

Lectures are given by dis- 
tinguished men and women 

Each lecture is .followed t 
by discussion and questions 

. 

The'greot house, odo$ted to  the needs of o modern 
residentid college ond pcoviding every tomfort i s  set 
in beoutiful gardens in one of the most famous 

. .  . .  .pork; in Englond 

For full Darticulars of week-end and holiday courses apply to :- 
The Bursar, 

Ashridge, 
Berkhamsted, 

Herts. 
Telephone : Litt le Gaddesden 3191 
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America-and Europe’s Future 
B~ GRAHAM HUTTON 

Polit icians and Adminis t ra tors  foresaw an Ainerican 
& s l u m p a s  thed i s tu rb ingpos t -war  f ac to r , and  weie  wioiig. 

- T h e  real  p rob lem is wor’s unbalanc ing  of product ion .  I 

ESPITE the tying-up of 
D.12.000.000 adults in the 
armed’ and ancillary administra- 
tire forces during the war, the 
U.S.A. turned out simultan’eously 
the highest volume of civilian 
copsumers’ goods on. record. 

. .  The American authorities knew 
that public opinion would demand 
the immediate demobilisation of 
:‘our boys” ; and that this would 

. probably outpace industrial re- 
conversion. Accordingly they feared 
widespread unemployment. The  
figure of 10,000,000 unemployed 
was freely bruited around Washing- 
ton in 1945. The  war-ravaged 
Allies in Europe and the Far East 
feared some aspects of this expected 
dislocation in the American econ- 
omy. But their fears were eclipsed 
by tbeir equally natural hope that 
internal economic dislocation ’ in 
America would benefit them, by 
bringing down the’ boom-level of 
dollar prices. 

In fact. the Truman Administra- 
tion performed the most rapid 
demohilisation of such huge 

’ armed forces in history-within 
12 months of VJ-Day. Off came 
the chief wartime controls over 
prices, allocation of raw materials, 
etc. Yet once again, as the late- 
lamented Lord Keynes observed, 
seldom have so many economic 

. .expectations by .so many people 
been proved so vjrong. , 

The  “sixty million jobs” airily 
posed by Roosevelt in his last 
election campaign as a Utopian aim. 

; 

for post-war America were actually 
achieved and surpassed by the 
beginning of this year. The  
dreadful disequilibrium in the war- 
ravaged world’s productive capaci- 
ties-due to damage and wear- 
and-tear upon fields and factories 
alike from Korea to Scotland- 
iesulted in the entire Old World 
(except only Africa) looking 
desperately for dollars, pesos, and 
other “hard” Western Hemis- 
phere currencies with which to buy 
their hand-to-mouth requirements 
of food, raw materials. or perma- 
nent capital equipment. I t  took 
only hvn years after VJ-Day to 
exhaust America’s heavy contri- 
butions to UNRRA, to the Far 
East, tn Britain under the American 
Loan, to certain other West Euro- 
pean countries, to some in the 
Middle East, and to the territories 
under entire or partial American 
occupiiion. 

The  combination and concentra- 
tion inside America, Canada, and 
other \Vestern Hemisphere coun- 
tries of the emergency post-war 
demands of the war-ravaged Old 
World lands impinged on the 
relatively “freed” American econ- 
omy. Dollar prices soared through 
the ceiling. American workers and 
housewives, in peacetime, found 
inflation ’ depriving them of the 
plenty they knew was being turned 
out. Only the American farmer, 
paying off mortgages to a greater 
extent and a t  a faster rate than ever 
before, and living better too, really 

25 2 8 7  
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had a “hedge” against the inflation. 
And the Governments in the Old 
World, taken, aback by such an 
American bopm in place of the 
American slump they had expected 
(and had unwisely counted on), saw 
their foreign trade balances upset, 
:md hunger and privation stalking 
towards them, as their last gold and 
dollar reserves dwindled. 

This is the background against 
which not only Britain’s post-war 
economic problems, but also thosc 
of Europe and the Far East, and 
(be it said) Canada, Latin America 
and thc United States itself, must 
be viewed. I t  is as much the 
background of the so-called “Mar- 
shall Plan” and Paris Report of the 
16 \yest European nations, as it is of 
tbc desperate and ill-fated efforts 
of the chief trading nations of the 
world to dra+ up and carry out the 
International Trade Organisation’s 
freer-trading Charter, and to set 
the International Bank and Mone- 
tary Fund into operation. 

Galloping economic consump- 
tion of available resources, under 
inflations as vexatious in America 
a5 in Europe and Asia, has over= 
taken the nations’ plans, devised 
before or just after the end of the 
war, to cope with the principal 

, economic problems of post-war 
recovery and reconstruction. But 
it is necessary, and chastening, to 
reflect that this has happen‘cd, in 
the’ main, because neither in 
America nor anywhere else (least of 
all among Communis?, who were 
loudest in prophesying slump and 
disaster in America’s “capitalist” 
economy) were .politicians and 
administrators as keenly aware as 
most reputahle economists of the 
cconomic disequilibrium - the 
utter unbalance of the world’s 
productive capacities-wrought by 
the war.. . 

2 8 8 :  
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To Americans-Government, 
businessmen and consumers 

dike-the problem poses itself in 
four ways. 

First, there. is the inflationary 
aspect. The  dollar value of Ame‘ri- 
Ca’s annual output-roughly, the 
national income-has been bomted 
f r o k  about $75,000 millions in 
the 1930’s to, about $200,000 
millions. Even at this prodigi- 
ously swollen figure, American 
home demand for many things- 
consumers’ durable goods, steel, 
agricultural equipment, much 
machinery, buildings, etc.- 
cannot be met. . On top of this’  
home demand, the abnormally 
huge demand from abroad acted as 
another booster. 

Secondly there is the reflection of 
this inflatiouary demand on Ameri- 
can foreign trade. Although it 
actually forms a smaller perceiitage 
of America’s total annual output 
than it did pre-war, it is far,more 
unbalanced ; for U.S. imports a t  
about $6,000 millions a year 
(1947) leave a wider gap between 
that figure and the U S .  exports to 
the world at about S15,OOO mil- 
lions (all kinds). \Vhile U.S. 
imports have doubled in value from 
prc-war, exports have trebled and 
quadrupled ; and simultaneously 
America has had to make these 
swollen exports far more “on tick”, 
i.e., by outright gifts, loans, credits, 
relief grants, etc. 

Thirdly, following from these 
first two aspects, t h e  internal . 
American economy has become 
more unbalanced. The  domestic 
reconversion demand, new invest- 
ments, new domestic demand. for 
durable goods, buildings, etc., plus 
the abnormally heavy foreign de- 
mand have combined to pump 
dollar wages and salaries out into 
the domestic American consumers’ . (continued on page 28) ’ 



ATLAS 
ASSURANCE \ 

C O M P . A N Y  L I M I T E D  

The parable of the house which 
was built upon. sand and that 
which was built upon a rock is as 

true today as it was when it was 
f irst uttered. I t  i s  equally true 

that a sound economy must rest 
upon sure foundations and essen- 
t ial  t o  the fabric of those founda- 

tions is a stable and enduring 

insurance structure. 
The Atlas Assurance Company, 
established in London in the year 

1808, is part of that  structure and 
thus conthbutes not only to the 
prosperity of the country of i t s  

origin but also to the well-being 

~ of the peoples of many races and 
creeds throughout the civilised 

world. 
E S l A B L I 5 H E D  I 8 0 8  

/ '  
H E A D  OFFI 'CE 

9 2 ,  C H E A P S I D E ,  L O N D O N ,  E.C:Z 
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‘mxkets, just when the relative 
output of consumers’ goods for 
those markets was running at a 
lower level than the, output of 
export-goods or non-consumer- 

,goods. This not only boosted the 
inflationary price-level in consu- 
mers’ markets in America (see 
above). I t  also greatly intensified 
the long-familiar delicacy and sensi- 
tivity of the capital-goods sector of 
the U.S. economy, rendering the 
whole American system much more 
prone to sudden shocks. 

For example, though U.S. prices 
and wages constantly rose, though 
the annual rate of rise accelerated to 
more than I O  per cent., and though 
“full employment” at “60,000,000 
jobs” was swiftly reached, symp- 
toms of a normal boom began to 
appear in odd ways and odd parts 
of the system. Inventories mounted 
and had to be cut back. Profit- 
margins narrowed to dangerously 
close points while turnover ex- 
panded continuously and while the 
total of prdfits went on swelling. 
And hank loans rose to a rate of 
S;lO,OqO millions a year (1947). 

Fourth and lastly-and this is the 
unfamiliar aspect for Americans 
and most non-Americans too- 
the U.S. economy after 1945 was 
fundamentally altered from its old 
traditional nineteenth-century pat- 
tern. That pattern had prevailed - up to 1919, had been.superficially 

, plastered-over between 1919 and 
1929, and had thereafter been 
redecorated with the New Deal 
until 1939. The  change was 
largely due to the 1929-33 crises 
and to the confused mass of 
remedies known as the New Deal. 
To-day, the U.S. economy-des- 
pite appearances, in comparison 
with Britain’s-is more rigid, has 
“come of age”. Its ability to swing 
between the widest nineteenth- 

’ 

- 

, 
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century cxtrcmes-as it could still 
do in 1929-33-is far less. 

Social legislation, trade unionism, 
vastly increased Federal and State 
governmental powers in the eco- 
nomic field may not have managed 
to clap a ceiling on the price and 
economic structurc of America. I t  
may still seem to Europeans a 
“wide-open” free economy. But 
these latter-day social develop- 
ments have raised a floor beneath 
the US. economy to a surprisingly 
high level, .below which that econ- 
omy can now scarcely sink. Add to 
this change the abnormal, and for 
some years (if not decades), con- 
tinuing demand for U.S. ‘exports 
for the world outside, and it is hard 
indeed to imagine the U.S. output 
falling as swiftly and. catastrophi- 
cally at any time in the future as it 
did between 1930 and 1932-when, 
it halued ! . 

Whatever the complexion of the 
U.S. Governments in future, or of 
the National Association of Rlanu- 
facturers or “farm lobby” or trade 
union bosses, the U.S. economy- 
so widely viewed in Europe as 
“100 per cent. free-enterprise”, so 
sweepiiigly termed by Communists 
and Socialists “predatory capitalis- 
tic”-is in fact more socially 
“managed” or “purposively 
directed” (to use Keynes’ phrase) 
than it was. It will inevitably 
become even more so. American 
businessmen, trade union leaders 
and farm experts are not woolly.and 
out-of-date . nostalgic sentimen- 
talists when it comes to guarding 
against a repetition of the 1929-39 
writing-on-the-wall. 

Consequently to the orer- 
whelming majority of Americans, ~ . 
Europe’s crisis, the recovery of the 
Old World’s productive capacities, ’ 

and the aid which the \Vestern 
Hemisphere alone can speedily 

, 

I 
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afford (if post-war long-term “nor- 
malcy” of some kind is ever to be 
established) demorid extraordinary 
‘American measures of control or 

‘ I  purposive direction”, both ‘at 
home and abroad, and between 
America and the 16 )Vest European 
nations who drew up the Paris 
Report. One example of this 
should suffice : the Paris Report 
assumed a 124’per cent. fallin U.S. 
grain prices. from last summer’s 
levels, and a very substantial 
development of trade between 
Eastern ’ (Russian-controlled) and 
Western. Eurooe. How are such 

domestic U.S. controls and alloca- 
tions of materials, and international 
institutions (composed of American 
and European experts and officials) 
to distribute, allocate, i n d  control 
the consumption and productive use 
of American goods. Those goods 
have to be produced on American 
tax-payers’ or investors’ money, 
paid for hJ’ wages received by i 
Americans, and then whisked out of I 
America’s domestic markets for the 
benefit of foreigners. Thus controls 
against the inevitably inflationary 
effect of this process inride the U.S. 

, 

economy are as imperative as con- 
assumptions td be realised without trols to ensure that the Old WorM’s 
American and European planning ? economies are in fact rebuilt as 

American digtrust of governmental For these reasons American offi- 
economic controls of all kinds, it is cials y d  leaders of economic 
noteworthy that the final shaping thought look carefully to the under- 
of the .US. European Recovery takings subscribed by the 16 Euro- 
Plan, by American officials and pean Governments’ representa- 
Congressmen alike, envisages both tives in the Paris,Report : Britain’s 

Despite the traditional all- soundly and swiftly as possible. ! 

-. ___ 

. -CH E MICO 
The name which for three quarters of a centuly has 

personified the highest standard of 
quality in, a wide range of specialised products. 

HYGIENIC CHEMICO HOUSEHOLD CLEANSER 

, 

. 

METAL POLISH . WAX POLISH 

--- 

THE C O V N N  CHEMICAL CO, LTD. , SHIRLEY ‘WARWICKSHIR 
c 
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undertaking to export coal, begin- British Governments were re- 
ning with 6,000,000 tons from peatedly forewarned in 1944 and 
Spring of 1948 ; the undertakings 1945), a more. up-to-date and 
to integrate the economies of the 16 forward-looking system of Ameri- 
West Eurobean nations in a closer can aid for the Old World’s pro- 
system of European self-help. For ductive reconstruction has been 
the same reasons Americans look devised. It must be a co-operatively 
to ,a redistribution of their export worked system insolving \Vestern 
trade-more of it to Europe, less Europe, its world-wide depend- 
to Canada and the other American encies. and associated Powers, and 
nations, and therefore more trade the entire Western Hemisphere. , 
between Britain and Canada and This vast collection of Powers 
Latin America-a roundabout way accounts for over nine-tenths of the 
of easing the Old \Vorld’s and post-war world‘s trading. Ob- 
Canada’s and Latin America‘s acute viously, therefore, the internhtional 

~ lack of U.S. dollars. They also economic institutions devised be- 
look to the development of British, fore or immediately after the war’s 
French, Dutch and Belgian colonial end, both within UNO and outside 
resources in the \Yid& setting of it, will undergo modifications as 
European self-help. And they look this newer European Recovery 
to the possibility of a longer-term Plan, and its inescapable economic 
customs union (or unions) between implications, are worked out. 
these West European lands and Unless it is worked out, it is hard 
their oversea dependencies as to see how the leading industrial 
units. countries of the Old \Vorld-the 

These envisaged possibilities, un- 16 West European nations, of which 
der the U.S. European -Recovery Britain is chief-can redress the 
Plan, are anything but laissez-faire, utter unbalance in the productive 
anything but dollar-domination, capacities of .  the whole world, 
American penetration, or Ameri- which the two World \Vars have 
can interference. Yet they ure caused. That redressment canonly 
planning ; they are controls ; and come from rapidly and’ greatly 
they are the inevitable implications, exvanded oroductivitv. which must 
in administrative practice, of what 
is truly a combined European- 
American, Paris-Washington plan. 
They obviously militate against a 
dyed-in-the-wool traditional Ameri- 
can opposition to, say, a West 
European system of trading tariff- 
preferences. To that same extent 
‘they foreshadow those overdue . 
post-war modifications in the Inter- 
national Trade Organisations’ Char- 
ter and provisions or the articles 
nnd provisions of both the Inter- 
national Bank and the International 
Monetary Fund. 

In fact, despite the immediate 
ending of Lend-Lease by atbe 
President in 1945 (of which the 
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,. 
dbpend in’ turn on i simultaneous 
making-good of war-damage and 
wear-and-tear and a quick cxpan- 
sion of net new capital equipment. 
I t  can only come quickly, in other 
words, not by continual cutting- 
down of British and European 
workers’ and consumers’ standards 
of living in order to push costly 
and random manufactured exports 
into “hard-currency’’ countries but 
by restoring in the next four years 
the smooth flow of raw materials, 
power, transport, etc., and by 
modernising machinery, ‘ methods 
of production, and the’ moods and 
minds of men.-From DISTRICT 
BANK Rmew,. December, 1947. 



Tabloid Digest 
40 Hour Week in New Zealand 

In eleven years the.40-hour week in New Zealand has spread 
to virtually the whole field of employment, regardless of many 
inconveniences to the public, and of the burden placed on indus- 
try. A better supply of goods would be more valuable to X.Z’s. 

’ workers than the leisure they have gained.-’lhEs REVIEW 01: 
INDUSTRY, ~Vmember. 

Repressed Inflation 
Professor Ropke, of the Institut Unireraitairc de  Hautes E t u d e  

Internationales, Geneva, argues that collectivism and inflation are 
economic corollaries. Controls, rationing and price-fixing, even 
made effectual by wage control, only produce “repressed inflation”. 
This is the obstacle to the production which yould restore the 
balance between money and goods.-KYKLoS, VOL. 1 ,  1947, FA%. 
3. . 

AIternative to Nationalisation 
‘ Ernest Marples, M.P., restates the case for co-partnership in 
Industry. Its three essentials are : (1) Sharing with the employees 
a pre-determined portion of the net profits ; (2) Enabling workers 
to acquire capital in the undertaking which employs them ; (3) 
Granting employees a share in management.-SouivuI1ucs, 
~Vuvember. 

The British Crisis 
Britain’s export gap is due to the change in the terms of trade. 

Britain used to buy cheap and sell dear ; now she must raise her 
export targets continually, as prices of raw materials rise against 
her.-cANADmN FORUM, October 1947. 

. 

- 
Report on Germany 

Germany’s recovery is Fetdrded by the fiscal system imposed by 
Crushing taxation discourages effort in every sphere 

except the black market, without substantially checking inflation. 
(This is the fourth of a series of admirable articles in THE STATIST.) 
-THE STATIST, A’owember 29, 1947. 

Is there afuturefor the Middle Classes P 

’ .  

. the Allies. 

. ,  

A survey of the drastic reduction in middle class real incomes 
since 1939, and its results for the nation. Participation in cultural 
and public affairs falls off first. Even more serious is the tendency 
to restrict families, causing the class to diminish, when its experi- 
ence and standards are badly needed ; a system of income-tax- 
cum-family-allowances is recommended.-FUTURE, No. 111. 
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The Changing Shape of Britain's Monetory'System 

This is the first' part of a study (1931-1945) qf the place of 
m;ney.in, economic .policy and planning. It describes how the 
market was prepared for conversion from 5 per cent. to 31 per cent. 
in 1932, and surveys the. transfer of..control from the Bank of 
England to the Treasury.-MIDLAND.' BANK. REVIEW, Noumber, 
1947. 

' 

A Nitional Fuel Plan . 
This memorandum was submitted to the Prime Minister. T h e  

author is Colonel W. Moncrieff Carr, O.B.E., Managing Director 
of the Corporation. He is also a member of the Executive of the 
British Gas Council, President of the Association of Gas Corpora- 
tions, and a leading fuel economist. He propounds in .detail a 
10-year plan to make ZOO-million tons of coal do the work of 
250-million tons. Capital outlay involved would he about E400 
millions:-UNiTEb KINGDOM GAS CORPOUTION LTD. 

I 

__ 
Britain's Trade Crisis 

Ronald Brech, author of this admirable pamphlet has come 
nearer to making the crisis clear to ordinary citizens than anybody 
else. Approach, style,. illustrations are all excellent. (Bureau of 
Current Affairs, 117 Piccadilly, London, W.l. 7d. post free). 

The New Commonwealth 
A Society for the Promotion of 
Inte,rnationul Law and Order 

President, British Section, 
The Rt. Hon; Winston S. Churchill; 'O.M., C.H., M.P. 

Freedom from the.  constant &eat of war is vital to the 
success of any plan for economic rehabilitation. The  New 
Commonwealth is engaged in mobilizing support for proposals 
which offer the most realistic approach to this fundamental 
problem. Full particulars will be gladly supplied upon 

application to 

* 

The General, Secretary, 
1:he New Commonwedth, . .  

Thorney House, 
~ Smith -Square, 

London, S.W.l 
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.H.M. THE K I N G  

Prefideoi . H.R.H. T H E  DUKE OF GLOUCESTER 

Cholrmon of Grand Council 
THE RT. HON. VISCOUNT HAILSHAH 

Chairmw ~ f S r i r n ~ l f i ? A d v i s o ~ /  Commimc 
THE RT. HON. THE LORD HORDER 

* Science 
WILL FINALLY CONQUER 

uith YOUR help 

Send Donotionr ond Enquiries to :- 

BRITISH EMPIRE CANCER CAMPAIGN 
I I. GROWENOR CRESCENT, LONDON. s.w.1 

Tdephone : SLOWWE 575'56 

I 

. .  



SA&NCS CERTIFICATES are a safe and profitable investment, 

and your Bank is ready to. make it easy for you to, buy them. 

Your Bank Manager will ask only for your signature on 'a  

Banker's Order form authorising either a single purchase of a 

block of National Savings Certificates, or a regular automatic 

monthly purchase of Certificates for as long as you wish. . 
You can now hold 1,000 IO/- units of the new Certificates, 

and in 10 years this L500 will have grown to i 650  free of tax. 

Secure for yourself this highly profitable gilt-edged investment I 

by calling on your Bank Manager to-day. 

S AV €-The Bank Wdy 


